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Nowadays, identity is a key term in recent cultural 
studies. Before approaching the issue of cultural 
identity, one has to explain the term “culture”, since this 
concept is essential to understanding the implication for 
literary translations. Newmark (1988) views culture as 
“the way of life and its manifestations that are peculiar 
to a community that uses a particular language as its 
means of expression” (94). According to the American 
scholar, Larson (1984), definition of culture is “a complex 
of beliefs, attitudes, values, rules which a group of 
people share” (431). She deems that a translator needs to 
identify the set of beliefs, rules and values of the source 
language society so that he/she may really understand 
the source text and render it as accurately as possible for 

the readers who may not share the same set of attitudes, 
beliefs or who may not be governed by the same set of 
rules. Vermeer sees cultures as consisting of “everything 
one needs to know, master and feel, in order to assess 
where members of a society are behaving acceptably in 
their roles” (Katan, 2009: 82).

It is obvious that the cultural identity of any society at a 
given point is made up of a number of concepts and factors 
working together to build meaning in that particular 
culture for each of its members. Notwithstanding, 
the same concepts and elements may have different 
meanings for people belonging to the same group and 
for those who belong to different cultural groups. The 
key concept about cultural identity is the awareness 
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of the features, characteristics and peculiarities that 
define a person or group. All these further complicate the 
process of translations. Munoz-Calvo and Buesa-Gomez 
(2010) states that “translators need cultural literacy, 
communicative language competences and cross-cultural 
competence as well, because they have to interpret 
socio-cultural meaning in cross-cultural encounters, 
contributing to the transfer of knowledge across cultures 
and to cultural development as well” (2-3).

Castro-Paniagua (2000) considers that a translator 
“needs to have a deep knowledge of the cultural frames 
[he or she] will be handling” (24). Thus, a translator 
“must adequately transmit and adapt [the] message 
across cultures” (24). In particular, the translation of 
literary texts requires such cross-cultural competences 
so as to transfer the shades of cultural identity. Special 
attention is required when translating literary texts 
since a translator has to transfer culture specific items 
from one language to another as accurately as possible. 
Abbasi et al (2012) define translation as “not just a literal 
recasting of a work from one language to another, but 
also an adaptation of one culture’s values and biases 
into another” (86). Literary texts abound in words and 
expressions that reflect the culture of that particular 
nation. In this case, the process of translation is further 
complicated by the presence of culture specific items. 
Language and culture are intertwined; the meanings of a 
particular language represent the culture of a particular 
nation. Language is in fact the verbal expression of 
culture: “language is part of culture” (Vermeer, 1989: 4). 
Daghoughi (2016) also states that “Language and culture 
are closely related to and also inseparable from each 
other” (March 21, 171). Lotman (1978) asserts that “no 
language can exist unless it is steeped in the context of 
culture; and no culture can exist which does not have 
at its centre, the structure of natural language” (211-32). 
For the well-known translation theorist, Susan Bassnett 
(1980), language is “the heart within the body of culture” 
(13-14). She emphasizes the need to take into account the 
interdependence between language and culture when 
translating. 

In opposition to the views expressed by the above-
mentioned critics is that of Peter Newmark (1988) who 
does not “regard language as a component or feature 
of culture” (95). For Newmark, Vermeer’s view implies 
that translation is impossible, whereas for the critic, 
to accurately render a text from the SL into the TL is 
part of the translator’s mission to achieve and facilitate 
communication between two cultures. In spite of the 
divergent opinions – should language be considered part 
of culture or not – the notion of culture is of paramount 
importance when taking into account the implications 
for the act of translation and the two concepts seem 
to be inseparable. Probably the most serious problem 
for translators – the ones that have caused the most 
widespread confusion among readers – arises from 

the differences between cultures. Some words, phrase 
or expressions are so deeply rooted in and specific to 
the culture that produced them that they may have no 
equivalent in the target culture. Based on their local 
situation, language, religion and historical background, 
each society constructs its own culture. Consequently, 
each culture is accepted and respected along with its 
restrictions. As such, these restrictions in translation 
are one of the particular characteristics of culture. 
Behaviors deemed acceptable will fluctuate from place 
to place. Currently, the key issue in translation is no 
doubt influenced by different cultural norms governing 
the source language and the target language and it is up 
to the translator to choose the norms that take priority 
over others. The translator decides whether the cultural 
norms of the SL and that of the TL are essential to be 
considered. In fact Nida (1964) stresses that “differences 
between cultures may cause more severe complications 
for the translator than do differences in language 
structure” (130).

Whoever takes upon himself/herself the task of 
translating literary texts has to be extra careful to the 
way CSIs are transferred from the source language to the 
target language. The more similar the two cultures are, 
the easier the translation is since the translator deals 
with fewer cultural discrepancies. Conversely, a bigger 
gap between the two cultures can lead to a profound 
discrepancy between the source text and the target 
text. The abundance of culture-specific items, aesthetic 
features, specific values, makes literary texts more 
challenging to translate than other types of texts. There 
are certain words and phrases that are so embedded 
in the culture that produced them that they have no 
correspondent in the target language, the translation of 
which results more often in a cultural gap.

Professor Georgiana Lungu Badea (2004) states that 
a translation is an act of culture where the translator 
speaks on behalf of somebody else, providing a glimpse 
of a foreign culture without being able to replace – 
through translation – the author’s historical and cultural 
experience. Hence, beyond the inevitable equivalence of 
meaning, the translation aims at rendering – more or 
less inspired – what is considered almost impossible to 
translate from the source culture to the target culture 
system (20). She views culturemes as statements that 
carry cultural information, cultural units or words 
deeply rooted in the source culture (25). She distinguishes 
between cultural, historical and literary culturemes (26) 
According to Lungu-Badea, culturemes exist both in oral 
and written communication. Used voluntarily or not, 
they are sometimes difficult to spot even by the receivers 
belonging to the same linguistic area as the transmitters. 
The relative and monocultural nature of the culturemes 
makes them difficult to spot. Therefore, it is all the more 
difficult for translators to spot them as the difficulty to 
find a correspondent in the target language is added to 
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this translation problem (30). 
The critic offers the following classification of 

culturemes: from a formal point of view – simple (clacă 
– a voluntary gathering of peasants to help one another) 
and complex (pierde-vară – an extremely lazy person) – 
and from a functional point of view – historical (vornic – 
the major of a town) and contemporary (hramul bisericii 
– the patronal festival) (115).

Culturemes or culture specific items (CSIs) represent 
elements of the literary texts that are associated 
exclusively with the source language culture, and as 
such, are unfamiliar to the target text readers. For Aixela 
(1966), CSIs are “the result of a conflict arising from any 
linguistically represented reference in a source text, 
which, when transferred to a target language, poses a 
translation problem due to the nonexistence or to the 
different value (whether determined by ideology, usage, 
frequency, etc.) of the given item in the target culture” 
(57). He terms CSIs as “those textually actualized items 
whose function and source involve translation problem 
in their transference to a connotation in a target text, 
whenever this problem is a product of the non-existence 
of the referred item or of its different intertextual status 
in the cultural system of the readers of the target text” 
(58). On the contrary, Newmark (2010) defines CSIs as 
“separate units, like items in a glossary” (173). He opposes 
Aixela’s view concluding that such culturally bound 
words have meaning, despite the contexts in which they 
occur.

According to Nord (1997), CSIs or culturemes are 
“everything we observe as being different from our 
own culture” (34). Therefore, to translate them means 
to interpret the meaning in relation to similar items in 
the target text culture. Larson (1984) believes that “all 
meaning is culturally conditioned and the response to 
a given text is also culturally conditioned” (436-7). As 
such, the reader will understand a text according to his/
her own culture. The translated text will be interpreted 
according to the target text reader’s own culture and 
experience and not that of the author. This makes the 
role of the translator even more difficult: he/she must 
act as a cultural mediator to make sure that all meaning 
is communicated. Even if the definition and the role of 
CSIs may differ among scholars, they all seem to agree 
that such words prove to be very problematic in the 
process of translation.

In the following section, the SL to be investigated 
is Romanian, and the ST are Amintiri din Copilărie 
(Memories of Childhood) by Ion Creangă and Baltagul 
(The Hatchet) by Mihail Sadoveanu. Both Moldavian-
born writers, they depict people and events from 
Moldavia, using a language that has specific Moldavian 
features. Creangă and Sadoveanu portray monographs 
of the Moldavian villages using words that belong to the 
vernacular to describe people and events, customs and 
habits, aspects of the life of the villagers, believes and 

superstitions, etc. Masters of the spoken language, both 
writers use a linguistic universe that consists of archaic, 
regional and liturgical terms.

From the point of view of formal complexity, the 
culturemes in both source texts range from simple 
(Memories of Childhood: Moşi – Whitsun Moşi Festival, a 
festival held in the commemoration of the dead; răzăşesc 
– freeholder, as reward for their bravery in the war against 
the Ottoman Empire, Stephen the Great offered villagers 
land which was inherited from generation to generation; 
Vodă – prince, ruler, king, a noble title given to the rulers 
of the country; mânz – foals, a name given to a child 
or adolescent; The Hatchet: pocladă – rug. a large piece 
of material made of wool and used as a blanket; găteje 
– brushwood, a thin, dead branch broken from trees; 
tohoarcă – sheepskin coat, a large bulky item of clothing; 
greşale – sins, things that are morally wrong; caţă – crook, 
a long stick, with a cook used by the shepherds to catch 
sheep) to complex (Memories of Childhood: fără căpătăiu 
– idle person, vagrant, nomadic, homeless; om vrednic 
– hard-working, an industrious, useful, worthy person. 
The Hatchet: Baba Dochia – Old Dochia, is a character 
identified with the return of spring and one of the most 
important characters in Romanian mythology).  

A careful analysis of both texts revels that cultremes 
that need to be dealt with in the process of translation 
belong to a variety of fields, generating implicit 
allusions to: religious language, objects, school, spoken 
language, folklore and myths, customs, food, proverbs 
superstitions, etc.

Religious language:

Both writers use a plethora of religious references 
in their works. Feelings of happiness or sadness and 
grief, status of minds are all expresses via utterances 
of the divine’s name: drăgăliţă-Doamne – dear God (the 
diminutive drăgăliţă underlines a special connection 
between the author and the supreme Deity), Doamne 
– Lord/God (Memories of Childhood). For exclamation: 
Doamne, măi femeie, Doamne…! – Great heavens, 
woman…! (Memories of Childhood). In the case of grief, a 
statement such as: Dumnezeu să-l ierte! can be rendered 
by May God forgive him his sins! or God have mercy on his 
soul (The Hatchet); Dumnezeu să odihnească – God rests…
(Memories of Childhood); for submission to the will of 
God: A da Dumnezeu... – with God’s help (The Hatchet); 
to express gratitude: slavă Domnului şi bogdaproste – 
praise be to God or heaven be praised (bodaproste – has 
its origin in the Bulgarian language and it is used to give 
thanks for any gift received in God’s name) (The Hatchet). 
Religious words are prominent features of the Romanian 
language, the plethora of which may bewilder the target 
text reader. Therefore, it is not a surprise that the two 
narratives abound in such terms: Memories of Childhood: 
părinte – priest (the priest was seen as a spiritual father 
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and the villagers would address him using the term 
“părinte”); hramul bisericii din Humuleşti – patron saint 
of Humuleşti (the celebration of a patron saint’s day in 
the Orthodox church); cruce ajută – Blessed Cross (On 
the first page of certain books there was a cross made 
of ink); Sâmbăta Paştilor – Black Saturday (the day 
between Good Friday and Eastern Sunday); Sfântul 
Vasile – St. Basil’s Day: Părintele catihetului – Reverend 
Principal (religious studies professor); Osmoglasnic 
– The Osmoglasnic (religious book containing church 
chants for each day of the week). The Hatchet: greşale – 
sins, Boboteaza – Epiphany Day, Sfîntul George – Saint 
George’s Day, Sfiinţii Arhangheli – Saint Gabriel’s Day/
The Holy Archangels, prapurile şi crucea – banners and the 
cross (prapur – church flag depicting images of saints or 
biblical scenes, worn in processions or at other religious 
ceremonies).

The above mentioned translations show that 
Romanians communicate their strong belief and 
submission to God very often. To transfer all the 
instances where God is mentioned or invoked is a 
successful way of communicating the religiosity of 
the Romanian people. As such, it is important that the 
translator manage to transfer the feelings embedded in 
the source text interjections such as happiness, sorrow, 
helplessness, admiration, etc. If this cannot be achieved, 
the translator should try to add the speaker’s state of 
mind.

Food, village life, jobs:

This area offers a great number of dishes and utensils 
specific to the Moldavian traditional cuisine. Memories of 
Childhood: mămăligă – polenta (a dish made of corn flour 
and water); mere turture – sour-sweetish apples, roşcove 
– carobs, hrincă – cold polenta (a slice of polenta usually 
cut with a thread), colivă – Koliva (a dish based on boiled 
wheat that is used liturgically for the commemorations of 
the dead), oloiu – oil, făină de păpuşoi – maize flour, perje 
uscate – dried prunes, cozonac – sweet bread ( a special 
sweet leavened bread traditional to Romania, usually 
prepared for every major holiday: Christmas, Eastern), 
făcăleţ – roller (a wooden stick used in stirring polenta), 
ulcior – jug; The Hatchet: colac – colac (a traditional 
braided bread typically made for special occasions or 
holidays), pită – bread, ţuică – ţuică/plum brandy (a 
traditional Romanian spirit made of plums), găluşte de 
post – Lenten dumpling, curechi prăjit cu olio de cânepă – 
cabbage fried in hemp-seed oil, slănină – slănină (this type 
of food consists of cured slabs of fatback, with or without 
skin. Slănină is different from bacon, the former having 
little or no lean meat).

Another source of culturemes are jobs and 
occupations: Memories of Childhood: dascăl – teacher 
(a parish clerk), gospodar – farmer, strungar – joiner, 
clopotar – bell ringer, mocan – sheep owner, ciubotar – 

shoemaker, vornic – governor (a historical rank for an 
official in charge of justice and internal affairs), vătăman 
– deputy major, lingurari – gypsies; The Hatchet: baci – 
shepherd, argat – servant/ploughboy (a boy who directed 
the animals that pulled a plough), negustor – merchant, 
crîşmar – innkeeper, străjer – sentinel. 

The rural life is depicted through culturemes related 
to household objects, clothes, economy related matters: 
Memories of Childhood: tărăboaţă – wheelborrow (a small 
hand-propelled vehicle with one wheel and two handles 
use to carry loads), sorcovăţ – sorcovăţ (a Russian coin 
that also circulated in Moldavia), rubele – Turkish coins, 
scroambe – worn-out boots (old or poorly made boots), 
obiele – foot wrapps, putină – wooden vat (a wooden, 
con-shaped vessel made of staves hold together by iron 
rings, used to preserve cheese, pickles), sarică – sarică (a 
heavy woolen cloak worn by mountain people),  ciubote 
– boots, catrinţă – skirt (a traditional clothing worn by 
Romanians, an apron like skirt which is embroidered 
manually), astrăgaciu – sole extender (a shoemaking tool 
used to stretch the soles of the shoes), dulama – greatcoat 
(a long cloak worn in the past by priests or merchants); 
The Hatchet: vatale – loams, fuşalău – wool card, hîrzob – 
basket, tarniţă – wooden saddle (wooden or leather saddle 
used for riding horses or for carrying things), nadişancă 
– carriage (a small, light, open carriage), tohoarcă – 
sheepskin coat, opinci – opinci (traditional peasant 
shoes worn in Southeastern Europe), cofă – pitcher (a 
cylindrical container made of fir staves with a handle in 
which peasants keep the drinking water), botfori – high 
boots, crighel – mug, suman – overcoat  (a long coat worn 
by peasants, made up of thick woolen material), casîncă 
– shawl (a scarf adorned on the edges with embroidered 
flowers and fringes), camilafcă – kamelaukion (a rigid 
cylindrical head covering worn by Orthodox Christian 
Monks). 

Figures of speech, proverbs, sayings: 

The notion of cultural context is immediately noticed 
when the translator deals with proverbs, popular 
sayings which have deep roots in archaic situations and 
attitudes. Both Romanian writers resort very often to 
idiomatic phrases and proverbs. We are not dealing all 
the time with proverbs in the strict sense of the word; 
most of the time we have sayings which are very similar 
to in their context with the proverbs.

Proverbs, sayings:
Memories of Childhood: “Vorba aceea: De plăcinte râde 

gura, de vărzare, şi mai tare” [“As the saying goes: ‘Pies 
make the mouth smile but the cabbage pies make it smile 
brighter’”]; “De unde nu-i, de acolo nu se varsă” [Where 
nothing is spread, there’s nothing to spill]; “Vorba aceea: 
Lucrul rău nu piere cu una cu două” [“As the saying goes: 
‘A bad penny always turns up – this saying refers to the 
recurrence of any unwanted event’”]; “Vorba aceea: Se 
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ţine ca râia de om” [“As the saying goes: ‘It clings to a 
man like the scab’]; “Unde-o plesneşte mama şi unde 
crapă” [the result or outcome of an action you take is 
completely different than expected – “How far from 
mom’s expectations things turned out to be”]; “Cele răle 
să se spele, cele bune să s-adune; vrajba dintre noi să 
piară, şi neghina din ogoare” [“May all evil from us go, 
may all good things ever grow, vanish from us feuds and 
cares, all our land be free from tares”] (translation by 
Ana Cartianu, 1995: 59); “Milă-mi de tine, dar de mine 
mi se rupe inima de milă ce-mi este” [“I feel sorry for 
yourself, but sorrow for myself quite breaks my heart”]; 
“Vorba aceea: Golătatea încunjură, iară foamea dă de-a 
dreptul” [“As the saying goes: ‘Poverty takes the slow 
path; hunger hits the nail on the head’”]; “Ce-i în mână 
nu-i minciună” [“A bird in the hand is worth two in the 
bush”]; “Vorba aceea: Picioare de cal, gură de lup, obraz 
de scoarţă şi pântece de iapă se cer unui popă şi nu-i mai 
trebuie altăceva” [“As the saying goes: ‘If a priest has a 
horse’s legs, a wolf’s mouth, a thick skin and a mare’s 
belly’ he won’t need anything else”]. The Hatchet: “Caută-
ţi de treabă” [“There is no need to worry”]; “Cine nu 
cearcă, nu izbîndeşte” [“He who does not try, is doomed 
to fail”/ “Nothing ventured, nothing gained”]; “Nimeni 
nu poate sări peste umbra lui” [“Nobody can overleap his 
shadow”]; Ce i-i scris i-i pus în frunte [“No flying from 
faith”]

Figures of Speech:
Memories of Childhood: “m-am săturat de ei ca de mere 

pădureţe” [“I have had it up to here with them”]; “doi cai 
ca nişte zmei” [“two horses like dragons”]; “am început 
a plînge cu zece rânduri de lacrămi” [“we began to cry 
our hearts out”]; “Smărăndiţa… plângea ca o mireasă de 
sărea cămaşa de pe dânsa” [“Little Smaranda…sat crying 
like a bride, so that her blouse was shaking on her back”], 
“învăţat pînă la genunchiul broaştei” [“whose scholarship 
was rather non- existent”].

The Hatchet: “ochii i se aburiră ca de lacrimi” [“her 
eyes filled with tears and a film came over them”]; “era 
bănuitoare ca orice femeie” [“suspicious like every 
woman”]; “să curgă spre voi banii ca apele” [“may gold 
flow over you like abundant waters”]; “acei ochi aprigi 

şi încă tineri căutau zări necunoscute” [“those keen, still 
youthful eyes kept scanning the unknown universe”]. 

Conclusions

The above examples show that many popular sayings and 
proverbs do not have an exact Romanian counterpart and 
even if they do, they often transfer the idea on a different 
plan. Sometimes, a literary or word for word translations 
of such proverbs or sayings would not only confuse but 
also deprive the target text reader of the true dimensions 
of the Romanian culturemes. It is common practice for 
many translators to paraphrase literary expressions, 
neglecting thus stylistics. This leads to the loss of much 
of the cultural nuances imbedded in the language art. 
The two Romanian novels abound in figures of speech, 
proverbs and sayings and to omit them is to deny the 
literary taste of the ST audience. To offer a literary or a 
word for word translation of all of them would result in a 
difficult text that does not read well.

The translator of CSIs needs a combination of 
strategies and special considerations. Omission, 
interpretation, explanations are sometimes necessary 
especially in case the meaning is completely lost or the 
source culture is inaccurately presented. Unfortunately, 
there is no universal strategy for the translation of 
culturemes. Anyone who takes upon himself/herself the 
task of translating CSIs should always negotiate meaning 
of the ST, cultural nuances and last but not least, his/her 
own perception of the TT audience’s taste and make an 
informed decision about what strategy he/she should 
resort to. No translation can achieve total equivalence 
between different cultural systems. Any translator who 
uses a cultural approach to translation acknowledges 
that each language incorporates elements that have their 
origin in its culture and that every text is tied to a specific 
culture. Even though a cultural translation is difficult to 
achieve in a literary text, such a task can be performed 
by accepting culture’s influence on translation. A 
translator’s responsibility is not only to decide which 
cultural features are important but also to what degree 
it is essential to transfer them into the target language.
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